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Abstract
In this article, a dataset from a collaborative non‐target screening trial organized by the NORMAN
Association is used to review the state‐of‐the‐art and discuss future perspectives of non‐target
screening using high resolution mass spectrometry in water analysis. A total of 18 institutes from 12
European countries analysed an extract of the same water sample collected from the River Danube
with either one or both of liquid and gas chromatography coupled with mass spectrometric
detection. This article focuses mainly on the use of high resolution screening techniques with target,
suspect and non‐target workflows to identify substances in environmental samples. Specific
examples are given to highlight major challenges such as isobaric and co‐eluting substances,
dependence on target and suspect lists, formula assignment, the use of retention information and
the confidence of identification. Approaches and methods applicable to unit resolution data are also
discussed. While most substances were identified using high resolution data with target and suspect
screening approaches, some participants proposed tentative non‐target identifications. This
comprehensive dataset revealed that non‐target analytical techniques are already considerably
harmonized between the participants, but the data processing remains time‐consuming. Although
the dream of a “fully‐automated identification workflow” remains elusive in the short‐term,
important steps in this direction have been taken, exemplified in the growing popularity of suspect
screening approaches. Major recommendations to improve non‐target screening include better
integration and connection of desired features into software packages, the exchange of target and
suspect lists and the contribution of more spectra from standard substances into (openly accessible)
databases.
Introduction
The evolution of accurate mass (AM) high resolution mass spectrometry (HR‐MS) coupled to gas or
liquid chromatography (GC or LC, respectively) has spurred a new trend in analytical data processing
in recent years. Targeted analytical methods are now often complemented with non‐target or
untargeted data acquisition and screening methods, where tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is
used to obtain fragmentation information to support identification. Earlier articles on the use of AM
HR‐MS (hereafter shortened to HR‐MS, where the accurate mass is implied) in the environmental
context (e.g. [1‐4]), mention the three main approaches towards substance identification in non‐
target HR‐MS analysis which are summarized here with some additional nuances:
(a) target screening involves a reference standard measured in‐house under the same analytical
conditions such that retention time (RT), HR‐MS and, where possible, (HR‐)MS/MS information is
available for identification and confirmation. Quantitative target results should be distinguished from
semi‐quantitative results by using the term “quantitative target analysis/screening”.
(b) suspect screening is performed when prior information (from various sources, discussed in
greater detail below) indicates that a given structure may be present in the sample. Thus while no
reference standard is available, the exact mass and isotope pattern calculated from the molecular
formula and plus/minus the expected adduct(s) of the suspect substance can be used to screen for
this substance in the sample.
(c) non‐target screening involves all remaining components detected in a sample where no prior
information is available. As no structural information is available in advance, a full non‐target
identification starting from the exact mass, isotope, adduct and fragmentation information needs to
be performed.
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The data analysis for target and suspect substances on non‐target acquisition data can be performed
in two main ways (or a combination of both). Traditionally in target analysis the presence or absence
of each substance is determined individually using the extracted ion chromatogram (XIC). However,
the evolution of non‐target methods means that often a screening for target/suspect compounds is
performed following peak detection with a suitable algorithm, such that the exact masses of the
appropriate adduct of the target/suspect is searched within a given mass and (for targets) RT error.
While the first approach treats targets and suspects preferentially (i.e., they can be detected in cases
where the peak is of insufficient quality for automated peak detection), in the latter case the target
and suspect compounds are effectively a subset of all the “non‐target components”. Here, the term
“component” is used to refer to the group of exact masses (i.e. adduct and isotopologues) associated
with one compound. Irrespective of the extraction technique, evidence from the measurement data
is needed to confirm the identification, including the isotope pattern, presence of additional adducts,
RT, fragmentation information and other experimental evidence (e.g. presence of related substances,
time trends). Several papers discuss this in greater detail (e.g. [1,3‐5]). While the concept of
identification points (IPs) given in the EU Guideline 2002/657/EC [6] can be used to represent the
evidence available for an identification where a reference standard (and thus a RT) is available, these
are in urgent need of revision as they were released before HR‐MS(/MS) became as prominent as it is
today. The concept of “identification levels” in HR‐MS analysis has been discussed recently in both
the environmental community and beyond (e.g. [7‐9]) building on earlier attempts by the
Metabolomics Society [10] to deal with the varying levels of confidence in identifications resulting
from these three strategies for identifying substances using non‐target acquisition data.
The concepts of identification strategy and confidence are merged in Figure 1, showing that target,
suspect and non‐target compounds start by definition at Levels 1 (reference standard available), 3
(tentative candidate(s)) and 5 (no information), respectively. If sufficient MS (exact mass, isotope,
adduct), MS/MS (i.e., fragmentation) and experimental information (e.g. retention behaviour,
presence of related substances) is available, suspect and non‐target components can gain in
confidence through to Level 2 (library match and/or diagnostic fragments) and even Level 1 following
purchase of the corresponding standard for identifications (green arrows in Figure 1). Compounds
with a confirmed identity then become target compounds in future investigations. However, should
the evidence between sample and reference standard (target) or tentative candidate (suspect) not
match, then the component associated with the target or suspect should become a “non‐target of
interest” (Level 5) – see red arrows. If the HR‐MS and RT information matches a target compound but
HR‐MS/MS is not available due to lack of intensity, this is still considered a target identification, but
should be reported with fewer identification points (e.g. 2 IP as opposed to 4.5 IP where HR‐MS/MS
from an isolated precursor is available [6]).
It is important to note that this elaborate matrix of strategy, confidence and evidence is necessary
with soft ionization (SI) HR‐MS/MS analysis at this stage for one main reason: the lack of
comprehensive spectral libraries for soft ionization techniques to date compared with the
comparatively comprehensive GC electron ionization (EI)‐MS libraries available [11,12] with over
200,000 substances. The reasons for this are varied, including the lack of reproducibility between SI
instruments and various settings and the relative newness of the technique, and are discussed in
greater detail elsewhere (e.g. [13‐15]). As a consequence, the identification of “unknown”
environmental substances of interest measured with GC‐EI‐MS can often be performed with a
spectral library, while substances measured with alternative ionization techniques generally require
3

the parallel approaches of target, suspect and non‐target screening. This is not just limited to LC‐
based techniques; the dependence of strategy on ionization technique is shown for the
environmental context in recent work comparing quadrupole time‐of‐flight (QToF) GC‐MS using EI
and atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI ) [16] and GC‐ and ultra‐high performance LC
(UPLC) coupled to QToF‐MS for a universal screening approach [17].

Figure 1: Matrix of identification approach versus identification confidence.

A number of strategies for the selection of candidates for suspect and non‐target screening of
environmental substances using HR‐MS/MS information have been developed and put into practice
recently. Suspect screening has been performed using predicted transformation products (TPs) [18‐
20], registered pesticides and their TPs in Switzerland [21], surfactants in wastewater [3] and fracking
fluids [22], site‐specific chemicals [5] and high‐consumption pesticides and pharmaceuticals in
sediments [23]. Other lists, such as the potentially persistent and bioaccumulative organics in
commerce [24], pharmaceuticals [25], as well as impurities, by‐ and transformation products [26]
from Howard and Muir can also be used in suspect screening. For non‐target identification, candidate
discrimination criteria used include retention time information, also represented as partitioning
coefficients [19,23] or the chromatographic hydrophobicity index (CHI) [5,27], in silico fragmentation
prediction with bond dissociation methods such as MetFrag [28] or rule‐based approaches such as
Mass Frontier [29] and also the number of references available for a substance in databases such as
ChemSpider or SciFinder as a measure of relative importance in the environment [30,31]. It is clear
from the detailed data processing schemes in recent non‐target papers (e.g. Figures 1 and 3 in [5],
Figure 1 in [21]) that non‐target screening of environmental samples is becoming increasingly
complex.
In response to this trend of increasing complexity and the need articulated by members to compare
and harmonize non‐target screening methods in Europe, the NORMAN Association (www.norman‐
network.net) instigated a collaborative non‐target screening trial in 2013 on a sample extract from
4

the River Danube. Each participating institute was requested to analyse the test sample using
established MS techniques in their laboratory and declare (1) how many substances were present in
the sample and (2) how many of these could be provisionally identified using target, suspect and
non‐target screening approaches. Analytical standards for the calculation of retention index
information were also provided. Following the trial, a workshop was held with all participants to
develop agreements on harmonized terminology, workflows and reporting formats. This dataset
forms a unique opportunity to review the state‐of‐the‐art of non‐target acquisition and identification
techniques using high resolution mass spectrometry with a comparable dataset from several
environmental institutes in Europe and comment on the current and future trends.
Materials and Methods
Sampling and Trial Participation
The sample used in the collaborative trial was collected from location JDS57, downstream of
Ruse/Giurgiu (RO/BG; rkm 488; coordinates N43.890150, E26.017067) on September 18, 2013 as a
part of the Third Joint Danube Survey, organized by the International Commission for the Protection
of the Danube River (ICPDR) [32,33]. The sample preparation included a large‐volume solid‐phase
extraction (LVSPE) of 1000 litres of water [34]. Briefly, the sampler cartridge was filled with 160 g of
Macherey Nagel Chromabond® HR‐X (neutral resin) and 100 g each of Chromabond® HR‐XAW
(anionic) and HR‐XCW (cationic exchange resin). The resins were extracted with 500 mL each of ethyl
acetate and methanol (HR‐X), 500 mL methanol with 2% 7 M ammonia in methanol (HR‐XAW) or 500
mL methanol with 1% formic acid (HR‐XCW). The extracts were then combined, neutralized, filtered
(Whatman GF/F) and reduced to a final volume of 1 L using rotary evaporation. Aliquots of 1.5 mL,
equivalent to 1.5 L of river water, were transferred into vials and evaporated to dryness under
nitrogen. These were sent to each participant along with a laboratory blank, which was created via
circular pumping of 5L of LC‐MS grade water through the LVSPE to mimic leaching from 1000 L of
water passing through the LVSPE. Sample stability (at least 3 time points over 1.5 months) and
homogeneity testing (three replicates) was performed using 20 and 50 substances for GC‐ and LC‐
MS, respectively, to confirm the suitability of the sample for the trial. The substances are listed along
with the results in the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM), Tables S1 and S2.
The samples were dispatched on December 9, 2013 along with standard mixtures for use to calculate
retention index information: C10 to C25 alkane standards for GC‐MS techniques and 10 substances for
LC‐MS techniques. The LC‐MS standard mix (ChemSpider [35] identity number and the logarithm of
the octanol‐water partitioning coefficient (log P) calculated with ChemAxon [36] given in brackets)
consisted of metformin (3949; ‐1.36), chloridazon (14790; 1.11), carbetamide (133997; 1.65),
monuron (8470; 1.93), metobromuron (17276; 2.24), chlorbromuron (24141; 2.85), metconazole
(77764; 3.59), diazinon (2909; 4.19), quinoxyfen (2635909; 4.98) and fenofibrate (3222; 5.28). All
participants were requested to measure these standards along with the sample and report the
results by March 15, 2014. As such, this dataset formed a test set for retention information
comparison, data storage and re‐processing of raw mass spectral data for retrospective analysis. Of
the 26 institutes from 15 countries who received samples, 19 submitted results; 7 institutes for GC‐
MS and 17 institutes for LC‐MS (5 institutes submitted for both). The participants ranged from
institutes performing non‐target methods for the first time through to experienced research groups.
The overall time committed by the participants varied from 2 days to 6 weeks. Each institute that
submitted results is represented by a number.
5

LC‐HRMS
An overview of the LC‐HRMS(/MS) methods used is given in Table 1 and Table 2.

Table 1: Summary of liquid chromatographic methods used by LC participants.

Parti
cipan
t

Instrument and
Model

Column

2

AB Sciex TripleTOF
5600
Thermo Q Exactive
Orbitrap

3

Agilent ToF 6230

4

Agilent 6550
iFunnel Q‐TOF
LC/MS
Waters Micromass
Xevo G2 QTOF

Phenomenex
Luna C18 (2)
Waters Xbridge
C18
ZIC‐HILIC,
Poroshell C18
Waters Acquity
UPLC HSS T3 and
ZORBAX ECLIPSE
PLUS C18 RRHD
Acquity UPLC BEH
C18
Phenomenex AQ
C18 (Guard),
Agilent Zorbax
Eclipse Plus C18
Waters Acquity
HSS C18, BEH C18
Waters Atlantis
HSS T3
Phenomenex
Kinetex C18
Thermo Hypersil
Gold

1

5

Dimensions
[mm x mm,
μm]

Solvent

Inj.
vol
[μL]

Flow; Run
time
[mL/min];
[min]

2.0x150; 3.0

H2O/ACN (FA)

10

0.2; 33

2.1x50; 3.5
2.1x150; 5.0
3.0x50; 2.7

H2O/MeOH (FA)

20

H2O/ACN (NH4ac)

10

0.2; 30
0.05‐0.4;
58

2.1x150; 1.8
2.1x100; 1.8

H2O/MeOH (NH4ac)

100

0.4; 20

2.1x100; 1.7

H2O/MeOH (FA)

50

0.3; 18

AB Sciex TripleTOF
2.0x4.0; n/a
5600
2.1x150; 3.5 H2O/ACN (FA)
5
0.3; 37
Waters Xevo G2‐S
2.1x150; 1.8 H2O/ACN (NH4fa, FA);
0.4‐0.45;
7
QTOF
2.1x100; 1.7 H2O/MeOH (NH4ac)
5
15
Thermo LTQ
8
Orbitrap Discovery
2.1x150; 3.5 H2O/MeOH (FA)
10
0.2; 19
Thermo LTQ
9
Orbitrap XL
3.0x100; 2.6 H2O/MeOH (FA)
10
0.2; 41
Thermo LTQ
10
Orbitrap Discovery
2.1x100; 3.0 H2O/MeOH (FA)
20
0.2; 35
Agilent 6530 AM
11
QTOF‐LC/MS
Eclipse Plus C8
2.1x150; 3.5 H2O/ACN (NH4ac, FA)
10
0.25; 29
Agilent AM Q‐TOF
2.1x100; 1.7
Phenomenex
12
2.1x100; 2.6 H2O/ACN (FA, NH4OH)
40
0.3; 38
LC/MS 6520
Kinetex C18
Agilent 6550
iFunnel Q‐TOF
13
H2O/ACN (FA)
2
0.5; 46
LC/MS
Zorbax Extend C18 2.1x50; 1.8
Bruker maxis
H2O/MeOH (NH4fa, FA,
0.2‐0.48;
14a
impact
Dionex Acclaim
2.1x100; 2.2 NH4ac)
10
19
Thermo Q Exactive
H2O/MeOH (none, FA,
15
Orbitrap
Hypersil Gold aQ
2.1x100; 1.9 NH4fa)
5
0.3; 35
Waters Xevo G2‐S
H2O/MeOH (NH4fa, pH
16
Q‐TOF
Waters C18 BEH
2.1x100; 1.7 5)
3
0.45; 13
Agilent 6550 QTOF
Agilent Poreshell
2.1x5; 2.7
H2O/MeOH (FA pos
17
LC/MS
HPH C18 (+Guard) 2.1x150; 2.7 only)
5
0.3; 35
ACN = acetonitrile, H2O = water, FA= formic acid, MeOH = methanol, NH4ac = ammonium acetate, NH4OH =
ammonium hydroxide, NH4fa = ammonium formate. Oven temperatures ranged from 22 and 50°C. n/a = not
available. aQuantitative target analysis was performed using a Thermo TSQ Access Triple‐Quad instrument.
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Table 2: Summary of mass spectrometric and data processing procedures used by LC participants.

Partici
pant

Resol (mz)

Ionizn

100‐1200

30,000
(m/z 400)

ESI+
only

100‐1000

140,000
(m/z 200)

3

1

Scan
Range

Fragment
Method

Target
Software

Unifi

PeakView, Markerview. MS,
isotopes, RT, MS/MS, manual
peak check
ExactFinder 2.0, nontarget,
MetFusion, internal lists. MS,
RT, MS/MS, library,
prediction, interpretation
MassHunter Qual, Profinder
(B.06.00). MS, RT, internal
list, MS/MS, library, STOFF‐
IDENT DB, pred. isotopes
MassHunter Quant and Qual
(v B.06.00, Build 6.0.633.0).
FindByFormula, MassProfiler,
MS/MS, isotope, PCDL
ChromaLynx XS, home‐made
database, MassBank. MS,
MSE, prediction
STOFF‐IDENT, DAIOS, internal
list of substances. MS, (RT,
MS/MS)
Unifi. RT, MS, MS/MS,
Prediction

Peakview,
Multiquant

ESI±

CID, 40
HCD various,
50 (DD);
merged HCD
30‐70 (DIA)

100‐1700

12,000
(m/z 1000)

ESI±

In‐source
fragmentation
at 100 V

MassHunter
Qual (B.06.00)

4

100‐1000

56,014
(m/z 922)

ESI±

CID, 10, 20,
40. All Ions

MassHunter/
Quant

5

50‐1000

20,000
(m/z 556)

ESI±

ChromaLynx
XS

6
7

100‐1200
50‐700,
50‐1200

CID, 15‐40
Ramp, MSE
CID, 40;
merged 25,
40, 55. DDA
CID, 10‐55
Ramp

8

50‐1000

9

100‐1000

10

80‐1500

11

50‐1300

2

31,000
(m/z 327)
22,500
(m/z 956)
30,000
(m/z 400)
100,000
(m/z 400)
30,000
(m/z 400)
8000
(m/z 600)
18,000
(m/z 311)

ESI±
ESI±
ESI+
only

Suspect, NT Procedure

Xcalibur, Trace
Finder,
nontarget

MasterView

Not used

ESI±

HCD, variable

Xcalibur

mzMine, ChemSpider
Xcalibur. MS, RT, MS/MS,
RT(CHI), fragment (MetFrag)
prediction, manual interp.

ESI±

CID, 35

Exact Finder

Exact Finder. MS, RT, MS/MS.

ESI±

CID, 10, 20

MassHunter
MassHunter
Qual B04.00

Pragst library. MS, MS/MS
Metlin database (pesticide,
12
50‐2000
ESI±
CID, 15, 40
forensic). MS, MS/MS
ForensicsTox, Pesticides,
20,000
ESI+
MassHunter
MassBank, DAIOS. MS, RT,
13
50‐1200
(m/z 622)
only
CID, 20, 40
B6.0
MS/MS, prediction
LCQuan,
Target and Data Analysis. MS,
Target
isotopes, MS/MS, RT (KNN‐
40,000
Analysis, Data GA‐SVM), fragment (MetFrag,
14a
50‐1000
(m/z 431)
ESI±
CID, 25
Analysis
SmartFormla3D) prediction
Trace Finder, Sieve, in‐house
library, Thermo library (with
70,000
and without RT). MS, RT,
15
70‐1000
(m/z 200)
ESI±
HCD, 50
Trace Finder
MS/MS, library & prediction
20,000
ESI+
CID, 10‐45
MassLynx,
MassLynx/ChromaLynx, in‐
16
50‐1000
(m/z 556)
only
Ramp. MSE
ChromaLynx
house library. MS, RT, MS/MS
MassHunter. MS, RT, MS/MS,
23,000
MassHunter
prediction, Agilent
17
50‐1500
(m/z 119)
ESI±
CID, variable
B06 SP1
ForensicTox library
ESI = Electrospray ionization, CID = collision‐induced dissociation, HCD = higher energy CID, DD = data
dependent acquisition. DIA, Allions, MSe = fragmentation without precursor isolation, RT = retention time, DB =
database(s). aQuantitative target analysis was performed using a Thermo TSQ Access Triple‐Quad instrument.
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One of the 17 LC participants used a serial coupling of zwitterionic hydrophilic interaction (HILIC) and
reversed‐phase (RP) chromatography (LC‐LC; HILIC‐C18) [37], while the remainder used C18 reversed‐
phase columns (one C8) with either high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) or long ultra‐
HPLC (UHPLC) runs. The solvent was generally water/methanol or water/acetonitrile, with no or
varied modifiers (formic acid or ammonium acetate, formate or hydroxide). Between 2 and 100 μL of
the sample was injected. Electrospray ionization (ESI) only was used, with different collision‐induced
dissociation (CID) or higher‐energy CID (HCD) energies, while participants who measured in both
positive and negative mode did this in separate runs. All‐ion approaches (fragmentation without
precursor selection) were used by some participants. The scan ranges started between m/z 50 and
100, ending between m/z 1000 and 2000, while the resolution ranged between ~18,000 (at m/z 300)
and 140,000 (at m/z 200). Five instruments from the Orbitrap family were used, while 12 were from
the ToF family (different vendors). The data processing for the target compounds was generally
performed using vendor software, while the peaks that were not assigned as targets were identified
through suspect and non‐target screening, performed with a much wider variety of software and
methods. While many participants also quantified target substances, this is not the focus of the
current article.
Many different information sources were used by participants, shown in Table 3, including open and
vendor libraries with mass spectra available, extensive compound databases, selective compound
databases containing water‐body relevant substances (STOFF‐IDENT and DAIOS) as well as suspect
lists from literature. These were generally supported or rejected through a combination of accurate
mass (including isotope and/or adduct information), RT, MS/MS, library match and predicted
properties. Approaches to consider retention time information included the log P method using
standards provided to each participant (S. Grosse et al. in prep.), often in combination with STOFF‐
IDENT [38], the CHI approach [27] and a QSPR approach (R. Aalizadeh et al., in prep) using support
vector machines (SVM) and k‐nearest neighbours (kNN). Software used for fragmentation prediction
included MetFrag [28], MetFusion [39], Mass Frontier [29], MassFragment in UNIFI and MassLynx
(Waters [40]), SmartFormula 3D (Bruker Daltronics [41]) and Molecular Structure correlator)[42,43].
GC‐MS
A summary of the GC‐MS methods is given in the ESM, Tables S3 and S4. One participant submitted
high resolution data, while three of seven GC participants used GCxGC. Two used chemical ionization
(CI) methods in addition to EI, APCI as well as positive and negative CI. Four participants chose a large
volume injection to obtain sufficient signal intensity (see results) and the scan range started between
m/z 35‐50, ending between m/z 350 and 800. A range of different solvents were used. Target
compound identification was generally performed using vendor software. Non‐target identification
was performed using the NIST database (see Table 3) either with or without AMDIS [44], combined in
most cases with the Kovats retention index.
Data reporting and comparison
Participants were requested to submit their results in a data collection template (DCT), a multi‐tab
spreadsheet, to ensure sufficient information was available for evaluation. Pre‐treatment steps to
increase comparability included reclassification of methods and reported identifications to be
consistent with the definition of target, suspect and non‐target provided in the introduction. Several
substance identifiers were used to perform the comparison, including the SMILES code [45],
Chemical Abstract Services (CAS) number, names, molecular formulas and the InChI Key [46].
OpenBabel [47] was used to perform conversions, while ChemSpider [35] and PubChem [48] were
8

used to fill data gaps. Entries for the same target repeated multiple times per participant were
merged to create one entry only, while multiple identifications for the same substance and peak as a
target, suspect and/or non‐target selected according to the hierarchy target > suspect > non‐target.
However, multiple identities for the same peak (e.g. co‐eluting targets) were not merged.
Table 3: Summary of information sources used by collaborative trial participants.

Database/Library Name
ChemSpider [35]
DAIOS [49,50]
PubChem [48]
STOFF‐IDENT [38]
MassBank MS/MS [51‐53]
mzCloud [54]
NIST EI‐MS [11,55]
NIST MS/MS [11,55]
Wiley Registry of Mass Spectral Data (EI‐MS) [56]
Agilent Broecker, Herre & Pragst
Toxicology/Forensicsf [57,58]
Agilent Pesticide Library LC/Q‐TOF MS/MSf [59]
Agilent Pesticide Library GC/Q‐TOF EI‐MSf
Agilent METLIN Synthetic Substance Libraryg
Agilent METLIN Scripps Online Databasef,g [60,61]
Agilent Veterinary Drug Libraryf
Bruker ToxScreener (incl. Pesticide Screener)g [62]
Sciex / AB Sciex LC/MS/MS Meta Libraryg [63]
Thermo Environmental Food Safety (EFS)g
with retention time (RT)g
Thermo toxicologyg
Waters database with RTg
In‐house Libraries without spectra (two participants)
In‐house Libraries with spectra (two participants)
In‐house Libraries with spectra for some substances

State as used during the trial
Total Compounds Compounds
with Spectra
32 million
1,404
>1,000a
63,105,228
7,864b
3,350
1,956
212,961c
4,628
289,000 [12]
8,998c
3,497
1,664
750
64,092c
83,135
1,684

~700c
750
~10,000c
12,171c
770
704ad
2,381c
447p; 278n;
454dp; 90dn
618p; 36n
730de

2,000; 1,600 [17]
2,200d
7,815

526d; 63d
835ad
1500ap;
500an
350d

Current State
Compounds at
March 2015
32 million
1,404
68,479,719
7,864
3,350
2,510
242,477
8,171
638,000
8,998
1,664
750
64,092
240,566
1,684
1753
2,381
732
654
730
2,000; 1,600
526; 63
2,200
7,815

3,000
3,000
Surfactant List [3]
394
394
a
indicates that fragment information but not spectra with intensities were available (e.g. Q1, Q2, Q3, …);
b
retention time information and measured standards used to select best matches by logD values;
c
maximum number of substances, participants used different versions with slightly varying numbers;
d
indicates retention time information included, measured on the same system or an identical set‐up;
e
retention information transformed using 40 standards; fconfirmed by Agilent Technologies (T. Faye, pers.
comm.); gnumbers provided by participants; ppositive ionization mode; nnegative ionization mode.

Results and Discussion
Stability Testing
Different batches of the sample used in the trial were subjected to stability and homogeneity testing
to determine whether the sample was suitable for such a trial and provide a baseline for comparison,
tables of results are provided in the ESM, Table S1 (GC) and S2 (LC). For GC‐MS, 20 substances were
selected to cover the full run time and polarity range. Homogeneity testing was performed on Lots
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15, 33 and 50 (3 replicates of each) with a coefficient of variation generally below 1 % and maximum
of 7 %. For the stability (tested on Day 1, 10 and 30), the highest relative concentration was 1.033 on
Day 30. For LC‐MS, 50 substances were selected and while the homogeneity (3 aliquots) showed
coefficient of variation between 1 and 16 %, very similar values were shown for reproducibility
testing (3 injections). Stability was tested on Days 1, 7, 15 and 48 and showed no degradation of any
compound selected. Generally an increasing trend to higher factors (Day X/Day 1) was found. The
rather high variation of the stability factors (between 0.5 and 2 was due predominantly to
measurement sensitivity and is considered sufficient for the trial as the main focus here is not a
comparison of the quantitative results.
LC‐HRMS Overview
In total, 17 institutes submitted LC‐HRMS results and 15 of these reported target substances (for
which the identity was confirmed with a reference standard). The breakdown of targets, suspects
and non‐targets is given in Table 4, including additional categories (whether the target was
quantified or not, isomer mix, identified non‐target and formula only) to reflect the identification
confidence and how the substances were identified. Participants 6 and 13, with large numbers of
assigned formulas, were able to do this automatically though their software. The distribution reflects
the target and suspect lists as well as databases available at the different institutes and shows the
huge amount of information that can be gained by increasing the exchange of know‐how between
institutes. The time invested by the participants (2 days to 6 weeks of the total 3 months given for
the trial) is also reflected in these results.
Table 4: Results summary for LC‐HRMS participants, broken down into categories and identification confidence [7].

Partic‐
ipant

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Quantified
Target
(Level 1)
25
92
‐
125
18
53
‐
‐
68
1
‐
4
‐
23
33
9
‐

Semi/non‐
quantified
Target
(Level 1)
‐
14
4
43
5
7
‐
‐
4
11
4
‐
9
53
13
‐
7

Suspect
(Level 2‐3)

Isomer mix,
unspecified
structure
(Level 3)

68
8
70
61
8
57
33
‐
‐
4
7
4
66
78
‐
18
37

‐
40
‐
9
‐
‐
‐
‐
14
‐
‐
3
12
‐
‐
‐
‐

Identified
non‐target
(Level 2‐3)

Formula
only
(Level 4)
‐
1
‐
1
‐
‐
‐
‐
2
‐
‐
26
2
2
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,316
‐
30
10
‐
‐
5
1,218
9
1
‐
‐

Non‐target
peaks
remaining
(Level 5)
6,776
8,535
‐
‐
17
712
3,174
3
26
‐
8
57
133
1,649
273
3
‐

In total 625 target results were reported, corresponding with 347 unique compounds, and the
majority (451 results) were quantified. A total of 631 suspect and tentatively identified non‐target
substances were reported, 553 of which had a defined structure associated with the peak (the
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remaining substances were reported as a substance class or unspecified isomer). Altogether 649
unique compounds were identified as target, suspect or non‐target. The most frequently reported
included (targets+suspects) carbamazepine (13+2), atrazine (9+4), sulfamethoxazole (11+1), DEET
(6+6), metformin (10+2), terbutylazine (6+6), caffeine (7+5), atrazine‐desethyl (8+3) and tramadol
(7+3). Metoprolol, terbutylazine‐desethyl, phenazone/antipyrine, 4‐&5‐methylbenzotriazole,
atrazine‐2‐hydroxy, venlafaxine, isoproturon, telmisartan, perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) and
metolachlor were all reported 9 times. One institute additionally reported an isobaric substance
(propisochlor) as a suspect instead of metolachlor. A further 7 and 4 substances were reported 8 and
7 times, respectively. These results indicate that the “well known compounds” are obviously more
common target compounds and found more often, but the fact that many parent and TPs occur in
this list indicates that many groups consider the formation of TPs already in their target screening.
Terbutylazine was the most frequently reported of some isobaric compounds; see Figure 2 and text
below for more discussion on co‐eluting isobars. Of the 24 substances provided as suspects with the
trial (detected at this location in previous surveys [64] and given in the ESM, Table S5), all but three
were detected at least once by the LC participants; one of these missing three was reported by a GC
participant (bisphenol A), while the remaining two were not reported by any participant (naproxen
and N,N‐dimethyl‐1‐decanamide).
The participants were requested to report intensities in the sample and the blank with the DCT and
different approaches were used to consider the results of the blank sample. All but one participant
reported intensities in the sample, while all but four reported intensities in the blank.
Dibutylphthalate and/or isomers was reported eleven times by seven participants; three participants
reported this in both the sample and blank, two in the sample only, one in the blank only and one did
not report either intensity. Of the other frequently reported substances, metformin and
terbutylazine were reported in the blank once (several orders of magnitude lower), carbamazepine,
desethylatrazine and atrazine twice (two or more orders of magnitude lower), DEET three times (one
to two orders of magnitude lower) and caffeine four times (a factor of 2‐600 lower than the sample).
Most of the reported alkyl phosphate species (e.g. tributyl phosphate and triphenyl phosphate, see
Table S5) were found in both sample and blank, as were the polyethylene glycol suspects. The
participants who applied a blank subtraction used intensity cut‐offs at different ratios to determine
whether the substance was considered present in the blank or not and this affected the non‐target
peak lists provided. As an example, one participant subtracted all non‐target peaks where the same
peak was detected in the blank and the intensity was within two orders of magnitude of the intensity
measured in the blank. As only one each of blank and sample was provided, it was challenging to
determine whether the intensities were sample‐specific, especially as sample enrichment was used.
As such, both false positive and false negative results are possible.
Target and suspect screening was performed using both peak lists and XICs. Generally, the use of XICs
gave more hits as this also captured target/suspect substances where the peak was not suitable for
the peak picking algorithm used. However, the peak picker and the parameters used have a large
influence on the quality of peak picking results and this would be interesting to investigate closer in
the future. In this trial, the strategy and results depended highly on the software used by the
participant, as most used vendor software to perform target and also suspect screening. Many
participants mentioned using manual or visual confirmation of the target and/or suspect results.
Analytical Methods in LC‐HRMS Non‐target Screening
The results summarized in Table 4 show that non‐target acquisition and screening has developed at
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an incredibly rapid pace in recent years, with many institutes now regularly screening several
hundred compounds using multi‐residue methods. The participants agreed that generic methods,
based on C18 columns, generic gradients and either HPLC or long‐run UHPLC were best for non‐target
approaches, to allow sufficient time for fragment acquisition. Many institutes also analysed the
sample several times to gain additional information, running e.g. positive and negative separately
rather than performing polarity switching, acquiring MS and all‐ion MS/MS data to gain all fragments
at once, running with and without internal standard or acquiring data‐dependent MS/MS of target
compounds first, followed by re‐measurements to acquire MS/MS of suspects and non‐targets of
interest. This shows that the number of compounds being investigated is almost on the edge of the
instrument capabilities and there is a great interest in the development of appropriate data analysis
strategies for all‐ion MS/MS data.
One participant used HILIC combined with RP‐LC to improve the separation of the highly polar
substances and the peak distribution shown in Figure S1(a) shows the potential for greater
separation of the polar substances that otherwise may elute in the dead volume of RP columns,
shown in Figure S1(b). The identified substances reported by this participant from the HILIC column
(metformin at 16.85 min, melamine at 7.48 min) were also detected by other participants with the
C18 column (12 and 4 times in total, respectively) between 0.3 and 2.9 min. This shows that HILIC
methods may help address the limitations in non‐target screening of very polar compounds with RP
columns alone, e.g. interferences observed with non‐targets in the low RT range [3] and in regions of
high matrix interference [23], but this has to be explored further.
Although there was a great variety in the scan range used by the participants, all but one identified
substance fell between the range of m/z 100‐900. The target compound piperazine ([M+H]+ m/z
87.0921) was reported by one participant. The lowest m/z suspects were five single‐hit substances
between m/z 100 and 114, while the first multiply‐reported substance (benzotriazole) was detected
at m/z [M+H]+ 120.0556. The highest m/z target reported was iohexol (m/z 821.8879) and one
suspect was reported above this, tilmicosin (m/z 869.5690). The conclusion to harmonize the non‐
target methods was to suggest a minimum scan range of m/z 100‐1000, but measure with the largest
possible scan range without negatively affecting the overall analytical performance and the results
show that this would have captured the most relevant substances in this sample.
Several other interesting aspects could be investigated with this comprehensive dataset. Although
many options are now available for ionization, many participants chose to report substances
exclusively in positive ESI mode (excluding negative mode), while no LC participant used alternative
ionization methods such as APCI or APPI. A desire for better functionality to compare and merge
peaklists measured using complementary ionization techniques was expressed to increase the ease
of use of multiple ionization techniques for non‐target screening, as this is not yet time‐efficient for
routine analysis. Similar functionality is also needed to merge results from complementary
chromatographic approaches (e.g. HILIC‐RP). The delicate balance between sample volume injected
and chromatographic performance was also visible. While the participant with the highest sample
injection volume (200 μL) also reported the most target compounds, neither melamine nor
metformin were included, indicating that the high amount of solvent may have hindered the
detection of these highly polar substances for chromatographic reasons. With the available data, it is
clear that comprehensive non‐target screening approaches can be applied with great success using
either Orbitrap or ToF‐based instruments. Instrument‐specific aspects, such as which compounds can
only be measured successfully with the higher resolution of the Orbitraps, which ionize better or
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worse in specific instruments, which methods perform best for low intensity substances, which
solvents and modifiers are better and the influence of detection limits on detection etc. would
require a tailor‐made spiked environmental sample to create known case studies. The parallel
submission of a spiked sample was encouraged by all participants for future trials, to investigate
some of these phenomena closer. However, the nature of the dataset available allows a detailed look
at a number of specific topics in non‐target screening, which are illustrated with several examples in
the following text.
Example: Isobaric Substances
Isobaric substances (where isobaric is used to refer to substances with the same exact mass) form
some of the most challenging cases in high‐throughput screening. With high accuracy data, isobaric
substances often have the same molecular formula (but not always, as some can have the same
exact mass within the instrumental accuracy [65]) and in environmental screening these can often be
very similar substances structurally. The case of terbutylazine, sebutylazine, simazine, propazine and
their TPs, shown in Figure 2, forms a good example. Fragmentation information can be used to
distinguish propazine (2x ‐C3H7) from terbutylazine and sebutylazine (both ‐C2H5, ‐C4H9) in the top
row of Figure 2, or simazine (2x ‐C2H5) from the desethyl TPs (both ‐C4H9) in the second row. Due to
the structural similarity, these substances also often co‐elute, especially in generic chromatographic
methods such as those used in non‐target methods. Two participants reported both simazine and
desethylterbutylazine for the same m/z and RT but with diagnostic fragments indicating the presence
of both. In this sample, neither fragmentation nor retention information could separate terbutylazine
and TPs from sebutylazine and TPs with the generic chromatography used, although clearly more
institutes reported the terbutylazine‐related substances. This is logical in terms of substance use, as
terbutylazine is widely used while neither sebutylazine nor propazine are currently registered in the
EU. However, propazine is present as a by‐product in other triazines and could be observed when
other triazine compounds are present if concentrations were sufficient. It is also interesting to reflect
on the prioritization that the number of references would give here: most institutes reported
terbutylazine (10) and its TP terbutylazine‐desethyl (9) instead of the isobaric simazine (4); the
former were also provided as suspects (see Table S5); terbutylazine‐desethyl was also reported by
one GC participant. Without the knowledge of terbutylazine being present, sorting candidates purely
by the number of references would clearly favour simazine (518 references versus 92 in ChemSpider,
see Figure 2). Thus, care must also be taken with this strategy, as additional knowledge (especially
presence of related substances, fragmentation information and retention time) should also be
considered. This reinforces the point made by many participants that a better integration of
identification strategies is necessary for non‐target screening approaches and the incorporation of
use data rather than the number of references alone is desirable in the future.
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Figure 2: Isobaric parents and transformation products in the collaborative trial sample, the number of times reported
and the number of references in ChemSpider [35].

Example: Co‐eluting Substances
The case of 4‐ and 5‐methylbenzotriazole summarizes many issues with the data evaluation in one. In
this case, all participants reported the target substances together, agreeing that they required special
methods to be separated (e.g. [66]) and could not be separated chromatographically with a generic
(multi‐residue) screening method. While the data could not be compared by name (entries included
4/5‐Methyl‐Benzotriazole, 4&5‐Methyl‐Benzotriazole, 4‐ and 5‐methylbenzotriazole through to
Tolyltriazole), or CAS numbers, SMILES and InChI Keys (given for either of the isomers, e.g. CAS 136‐
85‐6 and 29385‐43‐1), in the end, the comparison was performed by sorting by molecular formula
C7H7N3 as no other substances were reported with this formula. The limitation in representing
structural uncertainties in InChI Keys is currently the subject of a new working group within IUPAC to
improve data comparison of such cases in the future. Other cases included the example of simazine,
terbutylazine and related compounds shown in Figure 2 and the (often) co‐eluting substances
tramadol and O‐desmethylvenlafaxine. Tramadol was reported much more frequently; two
participants reported both substances for the same peak, while at least one other participant ruled
out the presence of O‐desmethylvenlafaxine manually based on the absence of the diagnostic
fragments m/z 133.0649 and 107.0492 in the measured spectrum. Another interesting case is
dibutylphthalate, where seven participants reported at least one of three isomers (di‐n‐butyl
phthalate, di‐isobutylphthalate, p‐dibutylterephthalate) for between one and three peaks per
participant, using different strategies (report one isomer multiple times versus trying to “guess”
which isomer was which, through to reporting with a generic name). Again, this shows a great need
for reporting structural uncertainties in a way compatible with high throughput screening. This also
shows the need for a retention time index in LC‐MS/MS; the question of which phthalate isomer was
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which was solved elegantly by the GC‐MS participants with a combination of chemical ionization and
retention index information (see below).
Dependence on Target and Suspect Lists
The results of the target and suspect screening in the collaborative trial showed a clear dependence
on the target and suspect lists used, which were in turn also highly dependent on the main focus of
each laboratory. This is shown by the large range of target compounds reported (354 of 622 targets
were reported once only, while the maximum reported by one institute was 167), which is a very
large number of compounds considering the low concentrations observed in the sample. Several
participants reported multiple suspect identities for one peak, such that the number of suspect
substances and non‐target peaks in Table 4 may be an overestimation in some cases, especially
where suspect matching was performed on the exact mass and isotope pattern only. Many
participants took the suspect screening the necessary steps further, performing a selection/rejection
of the matching suspects using retention time and fragmentation information (measured versus
library or versus predicted fragments where no library spectrum was available) before reporting the
(tentative) identification. The danger of screening based on mass only was demonstrated by a few
cases where the suspect list contained the exact mass of the compound represented as a salt
although this can certainly not be detected as such in the instrument. For example, tris[4‐
(diethylamino) phenyl]methylium acetate, C31H42N3.C2H3O2,
CCN(CC)c1ccc(cc1)[C+](c2ccc(cc2)N(CC)CC)c3ccc(cc3)N (CC)CC.CC(=O)[O‐] was reported at m/z
516.3565 by one participant, while the monoisotopic mass of the substance without the acetate salt
is 456.3379 Da. Another example is a substance with the formula C7H8N4O2, which was reported once
by three participants, but with a different identity each time (theophylline, 1,7‐dimethylaxanthine or
theobromine). While the foremost was reported as a target confirmed by reference standard, the
others two compounds were detected additionally by one GC participant with distinct EI‐MS spectra
and good NIST library match values ‐ similarity 700, probability 87 % for 1,7‐dimethylxanthine and
similarity 823, probability 80 % for theobromine although only the latter was reported officially as a
cut‐off of 800 was used). This again shows the need for spectra and other additional information to
support suspect screening. The concept of performing smarter suspect screening (“screen smart”,
carefully selecting the compounds to be screened to suit the investigation) was discussed as often
being more efficient than “screen big” with large unselective suspect lists. Although the latter has the
advantage of large coverage, this is at the expense of a high rate of false positives and thus often a
larger burden of proof. Participants also agreed that it would be useful in the future to exchange
target and suspect compound lists between institutes using an open platform such as STOFF‐IDENT
[38]; the NORMAN Association is investigating this as a planned activity for 2015.
Molecular Formula Assignment, Adduct Detection and Homologous Series
Moving along from target and suspect screening, an important aspect of non‐target identification is
the detection of the adduct state and assignment of molecular formulas to components of interest
and this is illustrated using homologous series identified by participants in the trial sample. Whereas
the GC participants could use library searching to identify these common substances, the LC
participants performed suspect screening using (i) lists of surfactants published previously [3], (ii)
tentative identification through recognition of diagnostic fragments (e.g. 89.0593 and 133.0857,
corresponding to C4H8O2 and C6H12O3, respectively) through to (iii) retrospective screening for
surfactants following the discovery of diagnostic fragments of surfactants during non‐target
identification efforts. The polyethylene glycol (PEG) homologues provide an interesting example to
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show adduct detection and molecular formula assignment. These were detected as the [M+H]+,
[M+NH4]+ and/or [M+Na]+ species by several participants, see Figure S2 for the distribution of the
[M+H]+ and [M+NH4]+ species measured by one participant and Figure S3 and S4 for the adducts and
isotopes detected for some of these species. Where at least two adduct species are present, the
neutral mass of the compound can be determined unequivocally; if only one species is present the
adduct state must be assumed when calculating the molecular formula. Table 5 shows the calculation
of the molecular formulas for three PEG species detected as different adducts by one participant.
Table 5: Calculation of molecular formulas for non‐target masses associated with various adducts and exhibiting
diagnostic fragments for polyethylene glycol species, m/z 89.0593 and 133.0857; columns 1‐6 provided by one
participant, columns 7‐9 (Yes, No) shows whether the formula would have also matched given fragment information.

Matches Fragment Information
Mass
177, 221a
265, 309a
89, 133
(C12H25O6,
diff.
(C8H17O4,
(C4H9O2,
C6H13O3)
C10H21O5)
C14H29O7)
(ppm)
98
388.2550
NH4+
370.2212
C17H30N4O5
1.2
Yes
Yes
No
C16H34O9
98
‐2.2
Yes
Yes
Yes
C15H28N7O4
97
‐1.0
Yes
No
No
C23H32NOS
91
‐0.7
No
No
No
98
432.2813
NH4+
414.2472
C19H34N4O6
1.5
Yes
Yes
No
C17H32N7O5
98
‐2.0
Yes
Yes
No
C18H38O10
98
‐1.5
Yes
Yes
Yes
C18H28N11O
97
1.4
No
No
No
98
481.2629
Na+
458.2734
C20H42O11
‐1.4
Yes
Yes
Yes
C19H36N7O6
97
‐1.7
Yes
Yes
No
C21H38N4O7
97
1.4
Yes
Yes
Yes
C20H32N11O2
95
1.0
No
No
No
a
Fragment information for m/z 177.1122, 221.1385, 265.1647 and 309.1909 (shown as unit mass above for
space reasons) taken from the NIST 2014 MS/MS library spectrum of octaethylene glycol (NIST# 1229846).
Molecular formulas were calculated with the elements C, H, N, O and S, the score (calculated using MassHunter
Workstation Software B.06, Agilent Technologies) considers mass, isotope match and isotope spacing.
Detected
m/z

Adduct

Neutral
Mass

Molecular
Formula

Score

This example highlights the importance of considering adducts and applying a comprehensive peak
grouping prior to non‐target identification, which is a feature now offered by many open source and
vendor software, to varying degrees of comprehensiveness. Once the correct neutral mass was
identified, molecular formulas were calculated with the elements C, H, N, O and S. Between 5 and 7
formulas with a high score (>90) were proposed; the top 4 are shown in Table 5. The score considers
the mass, isotope match and isotope spacing, however the last three columns of Table 5 show that
these four formulas could be reduced to only one or two possible formulas if fragmentation
information was also considered in the selection of the molecular formula. Although several
approaches now include fragment information in formula selection, including SIRIUS [67], MOLGEN‐
MS/MS [68] and mzMine [69], these were not used in the trial, whereas of the vendor software used
by various participants, only SmartFormula3D from Bruker associated fragmentation information
with the precursor ions for formula calculation.
Retention Time Information in LC‐HRMS
An important aim of the trial was to assess the use of retention time information in the LC screening
approaches. Most participants measured the substances provided (given in Methods) and used the
results to calculate a retention time index (RTI) for the LC data. Seven participants reported these RTI
for some or all of their reported values in the DCTs. The results of 26 target compounds that were
detected at least 4 times were used to investigate the RTI further. The calculated RTI was found to
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have below 3 % root mean square deviation (RSD) for eleven of these targets, between 3 and 6 %
RSD for another eleven targets and above 6 % RSD for the remaining 4 of the 26 target compounds.
The RTIs of target substances reported by two participants were used to calculate log D values that
were in turn used to search the STOFF‐IDENT database [38], where with empirical matching criteria
are included. Above 80 % (50 of 60, 81 of 96) of the target compounds that were in STOFF‐IDENT
were also within the calculated log D range using the RTI standards. While the majority of substances
matched, the non‐match of 10 and 15 manually validated target substances (per participant,
respectively) shows that a consensus approach should be considered when using retention time
prediction approaches [70].
A different approach was used by another participant (14) to reject suspects on the basis of retention
time (and other) information. Their initial suspect screening yielded 1060 and 538 suspect hits in
positive and negative mode, respectively, which was reduced to 81 and 75 suspect matches,
respectively, using additional mass accuracy, isotope and peak score criteria. Of these, a further 27
and 40 suspects were rejected using retention time models developed using a SVM kNN QSPR
approach (R. Aalizadeh et al., in prep), while a further four and five were rejected as they were not
ESI‐amenable. Finally 78 suspects were reported, as given in Table 4 (48 positive, 30 negative).
While all participants agreed that the retention information is useful and essential for identification
efforts, many participants expressed a need to have this information better integrated into their
current software. Additionally, the non‐targets found by some participants were clearly compounds
such as sulfonated surfactants and polyfluorinated compounds, which often perform poorly in
retention time prediction and other QSPR calculations [27,71]. A further example of how useful
retention information can be to confirm the identification of suspect compounds is given below for
GC‐MS.
Non‐target Identification Example
Several tentatively‐identified non‐target compounds were proposed by participants, despite the
limited time (see Table 4) and these compounds could be found retrospectively in the raw files from
other participants. One participant reported a double peak at m/z [M‐H]‐ 199.0431 at 19.48 (small)
and 19.98 (large) minutes of a 40 minute run, tentatively identified as mesitylene sulfonic acid (2,4,6‐
trimethylbenzene sulfonic acid, ChemSpider ID 69438) or isomer, molecular formula C9H12SO3, with
the fragments m/z 184.0196 and 135.0815. Another participant found a signal at m/z 199.0428 with
a double peak at 5.91 and 6.15 minutes of a 25 minute run (small and large intensity, respectively)
with peaks at m/z 79.9566 (SO3‐), 80.9644 (SO4H‐), 119.0500 (C9H11‐), 135.0811 (C9H12O‐, or –SO2),
183.0115 (‐CH4) and 184.0194 (‐CH3) with HCD 90. A total of 135 candidates with this formula are in
ChemSpider, but using MetFrag to rank according to the in silico fragmentation of the candidates,
trimethyl benzene sulfonic acid isomers and a couple of ethyl isomers are all ranked equally with a
score of 1 and 4 explained peaks. Although the larger peak is also present in the blank and appears to
come from the sorbents used in the large volume sampling, this is two orders of magnitude lower
than the intensities observed in the samples for both participants. However, the standard for
mesitylene sulfonic acid was available at the second institute and although the retention time
matched well (5.96 minutes), the fragments did not match; only two fragments (m/z 79.9573 and
135.0824) were seen in the standard at varying collision energies including HCD 90. Thus the
tentative identification cannot be confirmed. However, the peak seen by the second participant at
m/z 183.0115 is diagnostic for linear alkylbenzene sulfonic acid (LAS) species [3] and the structure
below may be able to explain the spectra. Although not yet confirmed, this example shows how the
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measurements of the same sample from two different laboratories can be used to help in the
identification.

Figure 3: Spectrum of the non‐target found at 6.15 minutes by one participant, a tentatively identified candidate (4‐
isopropyl‐benzenesulfonic acid, insert) and the resulting fragments. The original tentative identification of mesitylene
sulfonic acid can be rejected on the basis of mismatching fragments, see Figure S5 and S6.

GC‐MS
For the GC‐MS results, four institutes reported target compounds (confirmed with reference
standards), with 64 results reported for 55 unique compounds. The target substances detected
multiple times were all polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs): phenanthrene (4), anthracene and
naphthalene (3 each), fluorene, fluoranthene and pyrene (twice each). The remaining identifications
were performed using library information, generally the NIST MS library [11] versions 02 (175,214
spectra of 147,350 compounds), 08 (220,460 EI‐MS spectra of 192,108 compounds) and 11 (243,893
EI‐MS spectra of 212,961 compounds), although one participant also used the Wiley library, 7th
Edition [12]. Match factors between 700 and 800 (of maximum 999) were used as the lower limit for
library matches (some also in combination with the probability estimates) and most participants also
confirmed these matches manually. An additional 295 compounds were reported from library
matches (identified but not confirmed with reference standards), such that in all, 255 unique
compounds were reported with a single identity as a target substance or library match. A further 47
peaks were reported as library matches but with isomer unidentified while 35 reported substances
remained unknown (many participants did not report unknown substances). Merging the target and
library match compound lists revealed that phenanthrene was detected by six of seven participants,
while dibutylphthalate, diethylphthalate, tris(1‐chloro‐2‐propanol)phosphate (TCPP) and caffeine (5
times each) and 4‐oxoisophorone, benzothiazole, cyclohexylisocyanate and triphenylphosphine oxide
and 1,1’‐(1,4’phenylene)bis‐ethanone (4 each) were also detected frequently. Several substances
overlapped with the LC‐MS targets and suspects, notably the several phthalate and alkyl phosphate
species, caffeine and carbamazepine – in total 46 substances were reported as identified in both LC
and GC, including the suspects and library matches, of the 858 unique compounds reported in total
(~5.4%).
The sample preparation was not ideal for GC analysis and the participants also used different
solvents. As a result, the relatively few substances detected and limited comparability between GC
participants is not completely unreasonable. A separate sample for GC‐MS analysis is recommended
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for future trials. While some participants also quantified their target substances, this data is not
presented here as the dataset was too small for a meaningful evaluation.

Figure 4: (a) Use of complementary ionization techniques (EI, PCI), library match and retention information (experimental
KRI versus measured values in NIST) by one participant to identify two dibutylphthalate isomers and reverse the order of
proposed database matches on the basis of retention information. (b) The corresponding APCI‐QToF‐MS/MS spectrum of
the suspect dibutylphthalate reported by another participant, which could be either isomer (both structures: see insert).

High Resolution GC‐MS
One participant used high resolution GC‐APCI‐QToF‐MS during the trial, combining the results with
EI‐MS in an interesting approach. As mentioned above, the workflow to identify substances with the
GC‐APCI‐QToF‐MS approach effectively followed the target, suspect, non‐target approaches used for
LC‐HRMS screening, rather than the classic target screening plus NIST database search used generally
in EI‐MS. Further participants used GCxGC, while another participant used the combination of
chemical ionization and EI‐MS to identify the molecular mass corresponding with the EI‐MS
spectrum, shown in Figure 4. The base peak m/z 149 (indicative of phthalates) was seen three times
but was only associated with the m/z [M+H]+ 279 twice, supporting the proposed NIST matches of
dibutylphthalate isomers. However, consideration of the experimental KRI with the literature values
in NIST prompted a switch of the tentatively‐proposed identities in Figure 4 (shown by the dashed
boxes and blue arrows), as diisobutylphthalate (shown left) had a lower retention index than
dibutylphthalate (shown right). Final confirmation via a reference standard, however, is still
necessary. The HR‐MS/MS spectrum obtained via APCI‐QToF‐MS/MS is shown in Figure 4(b).
As for the LC participants, the GC participants mentioned that the data processing is a limiting factor
for using GCxGC and/or soft ionization in combination with EI‐MS and the need for exact mass
spectra, especially MS/MS spectra was expressed. This reinforces the observation that the workflow
applied for identification is determined by the ionization technique used (EI versus softer ionization
methods) and the size of the spectral library available rather than the chromatography.
Discussion and Perspectives
Data Processing Aspects, HR‐MS/MS
The participation of many institutes in analysing the one sample shows that non‐target screening
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methods have come a long way in a short time and that a comprehensive target screening
complimented with suspect screening forms an essential pre‐requisite to non‐target identification.
The vast majority of substances reported were identified through target or suspect screening of data
acquired with non‐targeted acquisition. Tentatively identified non‐target compounds were reported
by a few participants, even though non‐target identification is still a very time‐intense process. Many
participants included MS/MS and retention time information where possible to support the
proposed identity of suspect compounds, addressing the pitfalls with performing suspect screening
on exact mass only. Suspect screening proved a useful step to propose tentative identifications for
several compounds and ease the burden of identification. The large overlap between target and
suspect compounds proves that this was successful in many cases. The selection of the peaks of
interest for non‐target identification remains very subjective; it is clear that not all of the up to
several thousand unknown peaks can be identified. One option is the prioritization of masses
occurring in several samples (e.g. [3,9], and although only one sample was available for the trial,
several participants only considered peaks when they occurred in at least two repeated analytical
runs, to reduce the influence of noise or other interferences on the results. In terms of non‐target
identification, while some participants determine the molecular formula first, followed by elucidation
on the basis of the one (or several possible) molecular formulas, other participants went straight to
identification with an exact mass. The latter strategy, although resulting in more candidates, has
been shown recently to be more effective from a data processing point of view [72] (it is for example
easier to select candidates with one or some formula(s) from an exact mass search than to merge the
results of several separate calculations).
A new trend revealed during the trial is the move towards finding related substances, with several
strategies used. These included searching for common fragments or neutral losses, suspect screening
for homologues and even homologue series detection. Other strategies that have been used
elsewhere included selection by mass defect to avoid matrix interferences in sediments [23] and
while the Kendrick mass defect is often used for natural organic matter or petroleum analysis (e.g.
[73,74]), this was not mentioned by any of the participants and it remains to be seen whether this
may have an application to environmental samples. As discussed above, challenges still remain with
regard to the reporting of substances that cannot fully characterized structurally using the
information available alone (e.g. long chain surfactants, lipid species with undefined branching
and/or double bond locations) and also the level of confirmation required before being able to report
these substances in investigations. As discussed in the introduction, a combination of a revised
version of the EU IP system (to e.g. better reflect the availability of much higher resolution
instruments than the 10,000 in the original guideline [6]) with the level system shown in Figure 1
could be a way to move forward here. A further improvement in the future would be better
processing of data‐independent acquisition data, such that fragments are available for all substances,
not just selected precursors. Another interesting approach could be to speed up non‐target
identification using alternative databases such as those including natural products to assist in finding
background natural compounds that are not necessarily of interest for non‐target identification of
potentially hazardous anthropogenic substances.
The number of targets and suspects detected only once indicates that the results are highly
dependent on the institute knowledge and focus area, as well as target and suspect lists used. This
reinforces the need for additional evidence before reporting suspect identification and an improved
representation of identification confidence, such as updated IPs. It is clear from the number of
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different software and approaches used that the data processing techniques are very different, with
vendor versus open source approaches and many different sources of information used by the
participants. The need to harmonize information sources was expressed and from the recognition
that one participant’s target is another participant’s suspect or unknown, an agreement was made to
exchange target and suspect lists in a centralized platform, where the development of search criteria
and prioritization methods of these lists will be essential to allow application of the “screen smart”
approach. Additionally, the results of this study have been provided as supporting information for
use in future investigations. Enhancing this with the upload of mass spectra of target compounds to
an open access databases such as the NORMAN MassBank [52] would help improve the success of
target, suspect and even non‐target screening immensely. Another need clearly expressed by the
participants was for better data processing of complementary ionization modes and methods (e.g.
positive/negative, APCI and APPI) as well as data independent acquisition techniques, such that
fragmentation can be obtained for all substances rather than selected precursor masses and a better
integration of retention information.
Lessons Learned from the Trial
The first collaborative non‐target screening trial run by the NORMAN Association was a very
ambitious endeavour coinciding with the Third Joint Danube Survey in response to the need
expressed by members in late 2012. The response from participants was very positive and the aim to
discuss ways to harmonize non‐target screening in environmental samples within Europe were
fulfilled with a series of three well attended workshops [75‐77]. The analytical methods are already
reasonably harmonized, while the main differences resulting from instrument‐specific settings that
participants cannot reasonably be expected to change. While the data processing workflows were
not as harmonized, with many participants expressing the need for better integration of information,
workflows and software, a great deal can be learnt by reflecting on the results of the other
participants. While participants were given a lot of freedom for this collaborative trial, there was also
interest in a more tightly‐defined interlaboratory comparison in the future, with an additional spiked
sample and a more comprehensive suspect list from greater comparability.
All participants provided the raw data of their measurements for this trial, such that a retrospective
analysis of the results will be possible and finding a suitable environmental repository for this data
will be the subject of future efforts. Many participants were keen to investigate their results further,
using the information gained during the trial, to perform retrospective identification. The trend for
retrospective analysis, used already during the evaluation of these results, is increasing and the
importance of this in the future cannot be underestimated.
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